The alkaline fuel cell (AFC) is capable of providing a clean, efficient,, and high-powered source of electrical energy. The relative ease of operation, low weight and volume, and reliable performance have made the alkaline fuel cell an attractive power source for the American space program, as well as for electric vehicles, defense, stationary power sources, portable generators, and small submersibles, to name a few (1) (2) (3) . However, for applications that require even higher power densities, the performance of the alkaline fuel cell needs to be improved. The maximum power density obtained from alkaline fuel cells has undergone many advances in recent years due to improved catalysts and electrode materials, and also due to optimized operating conditions and fuel cell design. It has been known that in order to increase the power density in AFCs, the activation, concentration, and ohmic polarizations should be minimized (4) . For example, improved electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction in alkaline electrolytes has helped reduce the activation polarization (5); increased solid and solution conductivity has helped reduce the ohmic polarization (6) ; and dual-porosity electrodes have helped reduce concentration polarization (6) (7) (8) . However, in order to investigate these phenomena, numerous and expensive experimental tests need to be performed. Furthermore, the interaction among the three types of polarization may cause difficulties in isolating the characteristics of a particular type of polarization. Mathematical modeling can help determine how changes in parameters and operating conditions will influence the various types of polarization, which subsequently affect the performance of a fuel cell. The AFC model can help identify parameters and concepts that limit the performance of the fuel cell based on today's state-of-the-art technology. Additionally, the model can be used to investigate the effects of hypothetical advances in technology on the predicted performance.
To serve as a basis for model development, a schematic of an alkaline fuel cell is presented in Fig. 1 , showing the conceptualization of the three-phase electrodes. Typically, multilayer electrodes are used, where each electrode contains a gas diffusion region consisting of hydrophobic gaseous-filled pores, and a reaction region consisting of hydrophobic gas-filled pores as well as liquid-filled pores. The hydrophobicity in the electrodes is obtained by impregnating the porous electrodes with a wet-proofing agent such as Teflon, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), or wax, which also serves as a binding material for the electrodes (6) . The quantity and distribution of these wetproofing agents have a strong effect on the fuel cell performance, as shown in Ref. (7, 9) . The AFC operates by in-* Electrochemical Society Student Member. ** Electrochemical Society Active Member.
troducing either dry or humidified hydrogen and oxygen gases across the current collectors into the gas diffusion regions of the anode and cathode, respectively. Next, the gases diffuse into the reaction layers of the electrodes, where the gases can dissolve into the KOH electrolyte. In the middle of the fuel cell is a nonconducting microporous separator matrix which is assumed to prevent any gases from diffusing across the system. In some alkaline fuel cells, the electrolyte is circulated out of the system, which helps maintain a constant electrolyte concentration and assists in heat and water removal. A design constraint for this work is that the KOH electrolyte does not circulate outside the system. This will cause large electrolyte concentration variations across the electrodes and separator. In practical fuel cells, the liquid water produced in the system dilutes the KOH electrolyte to a certain extent. It is assumed that all electrochemically produced liquid water evaporates into the gas streams. This assumption is reasonable since in actual alkaline fuel cells the average electrolyte concentration reaches a constant value at steady state.
As the dissolved gases diffuse through the electrolyte, they react electrochemically according to the following reactions cathode 02 + 2H20~1~ + 4e----> 4 OH [1] and anode H2 + 2 OH---> 2H20~1~ + 2e- [2] Hence, the overall reaction is the production of water 1 total H2 + -_ 02 -~ H20 (1) [3] 2 with the simultaneous liberation of electrical energy. There have been numerous investigations into the mechanism of the oxygen reduction reaction in alkaline solutions. The two more common mechanisms for oxygen reduction involve the production of peroxide as either an intermediate species (10) (11) (12) (13) or as a reaction product (14, 15) . However, the kinetic parameters vary depending on the type of electrode substrate and electrocatalyst (5, (16) (17) (18) (19) , as well as on operating conditions such as concentration, pH, temperature, and oxygen partial pressure (20, 21) . Therefore, since too many factors influence the oxygen reduction mechanism, it will be assumed that the direct four-electron transfer process, as given by Eq. [1] , occurs in the oxygen electrode.
Three-Phase Electrode Models
The need to increase current densities in electrochemical systems led to the development of three-phase electrodes (porous gas-diffusion electrodes) containing large interfacial surface areas between the solid electrocatalysts, electrolyte, and gaseous pores. However, since these electrodes contain a tortuous and nonuniform distribution of catalysts, gaseous-filled pores, and liquid-filled pores, it is difficult to describe accurately the phenomena occurring in the electrodes. Numerous experimental and modeling studies have been conducted over the years to describe and enhance the performance of these porous electrodes, as discussed in Ref. (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . The major difficulty in modeling three-phase porous electrodes is in describing the electrode structure. Most gas-diffusion electrodes incorporate a hydrophobic agent such as Teflon or PTFE mixed with the electrochemically active hydrophilic catalysts. This creates a stable three-phase boundary, but also creates a very complex wetting phenomenon, making it difficult to characterize the structure of the electrode.
One approach to describing three-phase electrodes is the agglomerate model (27) (28) (29) , where the catalyst particles and liquid-filled pores coexist in a homogeneous continuum surrounded by the gaseous species. Giner's model (27) accounts for the diffusion of a dissolved gaseous species with electrochemical reaction in a cylindrical agglomerate and considers the variation in the solution phase potential. Unfortunately, the gas-phase and solidphase resistances are not accounted for. The model predicts the performance of the electrode as a function of agglomerate radius and catalyst utilization for low current densities. Cutlip (30) developed an analytical model of the mass-transfer process occurring in gas diffusion electrodes. This model was primarily designed to study the mass-transfer effects due to low concentrations, taking into account gaseous diffusion, gas dissolution, and the transport of dissolved gas. Catalyst effectiveness factors were used to modify the electrocatalyst based on different shape factors. Cutlip concluded that the limiting current density is not influenced by the liquid-phase diffusional resistances. Another important conclusion from Cutlip's model is that the coupling of the gas-phase diffusional resistance and electrode thickness strongly influence the limiting current density. The limiting current density was found to be proportional to electrode thickness when the gas-phase diffusional resistances were nonexistent. Conversely, the limiting current density was found to be independent of electrode thickness when gas-phase diffusional resistances were present.
An improvement to Giner's flooded agglomerate model and to Cutlip's earlier model was presented by Iczkowski and Cutlip (31) , who developed a fairly complete model of a three-phase electrode. This model accounted for the gaseous diffusion resistances, solution-phase diffusional resistances, and solid and liquid potential variations. They fitted their model to experimental polarization curves by adjusting the radius of the agglomerates, electrolyte film thickness, and the porosity-tortuosity factor of the gaseous and liquid-filled pores. They applied their model to an air electrode in phosphoric acid up to current densities of 370 mA/cm 2 and concluded that ohmic resistance was the major cause of polarization losses in the electrode, followed by Knudsen and molecular diffusion effects. They also concluded that the solution-phase resistance of dissolved oxygen diffusion contributed the least to the polarization losses.
These single-electrode models have typically simplified or neglected various forms of resistance (i.e., gas-phase diffusion, liquid-phase diffusion, electronic and ionic resistances). Some of these simplifications, such as a constant electrolyte concentration, are, as will be shown later, justified when a low overvoltage is applied, as was done in these models. However, at higher overvoltages, the assumptions of constant potentials and concentrations fail, since large potential and concentration gradients are formed. Thus, some of these three-phase models are not sufficient to predict high-power-density performance. Other investigations have been conducted into threephase electrodes, in particular the oxygen electrode, since it is responsible for most of the polarization losses in AFCs. Unfortunately, no complete model of an alkaline fuel cell that contains both electrodes and the separator exists in the open literature. For this reason, it is difficult to generate any firm conclusions based on a single-electrode model when the interactions between the anode, cathode, and separator are not considered.
In order to investigate the performance of an alkaline fuel cell, the phenomena occurring in the separator and in the three phases of the electrodes need to be described. Including all regions of the cell allows the anode and cathode to interact through the continuous distribution of the solution-phase potential and the concentrations of the various species. This interaction is impossible to investigate with a single-electrode model. To account for the complexities of the microporous structures, porous electrode theory as described in Ref. (26) is used as a basis to describe the electrodes. This theory allows the superimposition of two or more phases into a single, homogeneous continuum. Thus, the gas-diffusion layers are described by a homogeneous continuum of gaseous-filled pores and solid electrode material. Similarly, the reaction layers can be described by superimposing the gaseous-filled and liquid-filled pores with the solid electrode particles.
To develop a complete model of the alkaline fuel cell, the various forms of resistance need to be considered. In the gas phase, the reactant gases (H2 and 02) diffuse via molecular diffusion through water vapor in their respective electrodes, contributing to the gas-phase diffusional resistances. Thus, the partial pressures of hydrogen (PH2), oxygen (Po2), and water vapor in the anode (P~2o) and cathode (P~2o) need to be determined. Electronic resistances occur through a potential drop in the anode (E~) and cathode (Eo), while an ohmic resistance arises due to a varying solution-phase potential (6)-To account for the liquidphase diffusional resistances, the concentrations of dissolved hydrogen (CH2) and dissolved oxygen (Co2) need to be determined. The electrolyte concentration (Ce) varies in the solution phase, contributing to the ionic resistance. Additionally, the volume average velocity (v") needs to be determined in order to consider convective effects in the solution phase. The fundamental equations needed to solve these eleven dependent variables will now be described in their general form. After these generalized equations have been applied in each region of the fuel cell, the necessary boundary conditions will be developed.
Phenomenological Equations
A one-dimensional mathematical model of the alkaline fuel cell can be developed by considering conservation of mass and charge, transport of species, and reaction kinetics in each of the regions of the fuel cell as shown in Fig. 1 where RiP and R~ represent rates of production for material that is "brought in" from across a phase boundary and for material that is produced from an electrochemical reaction, respectively. Since porous electrode theory is being used, the reaction rate terms are included throughout the electrode, as indicated in Eq. [4] , instead of being treated as a boundary condition, as done in agglomerate models. Note that the +, -, and 9 species in Eq. [4] correspond to the K § ions, OH-ions, and solvent, respectively. Furthermore, the V operator in Eq. [4] and in subsequent equations is represented by O/Oz, where z is in the horizontal direction in reference to Fig. 1 . The flux expression for species i, Ni, depends on whether species i is in the gas or solution phase. In the gas phase, the Stefan-Maxwell equation can be simplified for a binary gas mixture of species i and j (32)
RT
Vyi = j=,~ t-~,'~'-~j (y~Nj -yjN~) (i,j = 02 or H2, H20) [5] where the effects of diffusion and convection are accounted for. The ionic flux expression (33) Ni = -~IVCi -ziuiFCiV~p + Civ II (i "~-02, H2, +, -, o) [6] can be used to represent the transport of species i in the liquid-filled pores of the porous electrodes. This expression accounts for the diffusive, migration, and convective effects in the solution phase through the first, second, and third terms, respectively. Note that Eq. [5] and [6] contain effective diffusivities, ~, which are related to the free stream diffusivities by a porosity and tortuosity factor eDi ~i - [7] T and the Nernst-Einstein relation is assumed to relate the mobility, ui, to the diffusivity of species i u~ -
[8]
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The electrochemical reaction rate per unit of electrode volume, R[, is expressed for species i in the form s~a'i R~ - [9] nF where the stoichiometric coefficients, s~, are given by expressing the electrochemical reactions in the form siM ~i ~ ne [10] The local current density, i, is expressed by the Butler-VoL mer electrochemical rate expression
where the overpotential, ~q, is given by = E -(~ -Vref [12] Note that Eq. [11] is used for the hydrogen oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions rather than Tafel expressions in order to account for the effects of the reactant and product concentrations over the entire range of potentials investigated.
The rate of production of hydrogen and oxygen gas into the electrolyte across a phase boundary, R~, is approximated by [13] where Hi is Henry's law constant in mol/(cm3atm) for species i, ~ is the diffusion layer thickness, and a g is the specific surface area of the gaseous pores. This rate expression assumes that equilibrium will be established at the gasliquid interface following a Henry's law expression. These equations describe the physical phenomena believed to be occurring in the alkaline fuel cell and will now be applied to the specific regions of the fuel cell.
Gas-diffusion regions.--Each electrode contains a gasdiffusion layer to prevent the electrolyte from weeping into the gas stream and to provide structural support to the electrode. It may be assumed that the hydrophobicity of the electrode will prevent any liquid from entering this region. Therefore, only hydrogen gas and water vapor will exist in the anode gas-diffusion layer, and only oxygen gas and water vapor will exist in the cathode gas-diffusion layer. Additionally, the solid electrode material in the gas diffusion regions will experience an ohmic drop that follows Ohm's law. Hence, each gas-diffusion region has three unknown variables: PH2, P~o, and E~ for the anode layer, and Po2, P~2o, and Ec for the cathode gas diffusion layer. In the gas-diffusion regions, the reactant gases (H2 or 02) diffuse through water vapor from the gas channel/gas diffusion interface to the gas diffusion/reaction interface. The water vapor in these regions comes from two sources: water vapor that enters the system with the reactant gases and the water vapor that evaporates from the electrolyte in the gas reaction regions. Thus, the water vapor itself can diffuse in or out of the gas diffusion regions depending on the inlet and reaction conditions. To account properly for the relative fluxes of reactant gas to water vapor needed in the Stefan-Maxwell expression, Eq. [5] , a water balance is needed about the system. From the stoichiometry of the overall reaction, Eq. [3] , the flux of hydrogen gas is related to the total flux of water leaving the system N~2 = -/~rH2o [14] and similarly for oxygen gas 1 N g = - [15] o2 ~2o
Since the total flux of water vapor is simply the sum of the water fluxes that leave with the anode and cathode gas streams /~H20 = N~2o + N~2o [16] then a water fraction, f~, can be defined that relates the amount of water that leaves through the anode to the total amount of water generated (34) f~ -
Similarly, a cathode fraction (fc = 1 -fa) can be defined which gives N~2o f~ = 1 [18] Equations [14] , [16] , and [17] can be combined to relate the flux of hydrogen gas to the flux of water vapor in the anode
Similarly, Eq. [15] , [16] , and [18] can be combined to give the relationship between the oxygen and water vapor flux in the cathode N~2 o = -2(1 -fa)N~2 [20] These flux ratios can be inserted into the convective term of the Stefan-Maxwell flux expression, Eq. in the cathode. Since no production or consumption of any kind occurs in the gas-diffusion layers, the total pressure will be constant in each region pa = pH 2 + P~I2o [23] in the anode and pc = Po2 + Pn2o [24] in the cathode. The last dependent variables that need to be determined in the gas-diffusion regions are the anode and cathode solid potentials, E~ and Eo, respectively. The ohmic drop in these regions can be described by Ohm's law
where ~ is the conductivity of the electrode and I is the total cell current density. Since there are no electrochemical reactions in the gasdiffusion region, the current density is constant, so that the gradient of the current density is zero 9 Hence, the ohmic drop in the anode gas-diffusion layer is given by V~E~ = 0 [26] and similarly in the cathode gas diffusion region
In summary, the governing equations for the anode gas-diffusion region are given by Eq. [21] , [23] , and [26] . Similarly, the governing equations for the cathode gas-diffusion region are given by [22] , [24] , and [27] .
Gas reaction regions.--In addition to containing a gas-diffusion layer, each electrode has a gas reaction layer where the electrochemical and dissolution reactions occur. The reactant gases (02 or H2) diffuse through water vapor in the gas-filled pores of the electrode, while some of the gases dissolve into the liquid-filled pores. The dissolved gases further diffuse in the solution until they reach a reaction site where they react electrochemically. The electrochemical reactions are influenced by the electrolyte concentration, solution potential, solid electrode potentials, volume average velocity, and dissolved reactant gas concentrations. Thus, in the anode gas reaction region there are seven variables to solve for: Ce, ~, E,, CH2, V m, PH2, and pa Similarly, there are seven unknown variables in H20" the cathode gas reaction region: Ce, ~, E~, Coy v m, Pov and P~2o. The reactant gases in these layers will have the same flux expressions as developed in the gas-diffusion regions.
Since the gases dissolve into the electrolyte, the gas dissolution rates are included in the equation of continuity. Combining Eq. [4] , [5] , and [13] gives an expression for the hydrogen gas pressure at steady state in the anode
-ag~2RT(_H~2P~ -CH2) = 0 [28] and an expression for the steady-state oxygen gas-pressure distribution in the cathode
In order to account for the evaporation of water into the gaseous pores, linear correlations were developed to give the partial pressure of water as a function of KOH concentration and temperature based on data from (35) . At the base-case temperature of 80~ this correlation is adequately described by PH20 = 0.46858 -28.095 9 CKO s [30] Since the electrolyte concentration varies in the liquid pores of the gas reaction regions, the water vapor pressure will also vary as given by Eq 9 [30] , and will influence the gas-phase transport as given by Eq. [28] and [29] . Note that these correlations assume that equilibrium will be established between the gas and liquid phases in the gas reaction regions. The dissolved reactant gas concentrations are given by combining Eq. [4] , [6] , [9] , and [13] to give (at steady state) iaa~a 1 2
~a--H2 [ ~a =0 [31] for the dissolved hydrogen concentration in the anode gas reaction region and
~ 02 L 8c [32] for the dissolved oxygen concentration in the cathode gas reaction region. The local current densities in Eq. [31] and [32] are expressed using the But]er-Volmer kinetic expression, Eq. [11] .o C _IpH2(C rel Pe ex p -Ua))]
[exp ,- [33] for the anodic current density and
t\cJ ~--R~ (Ec -4) -Vc) [34] for the cathodic current density. The superscribed r variables pertain to the reference concentrations associated with either the cathodic, i ~ or anodic, i ~ exchange current densities. The reference potentials, U, for each electrochemical reaction are given as a function of temperature, electrolyte concentration, and the partial pressure of the reactant gas relative to a standard reversible hydrogen electrode as defined by (36) U= U" ---si in -U~E +--In nREF ~ SLRE [35] where U ~ is the standard potential at temperature T and U~z is the reference potential, both relative to the standard hydrogen electrode, which is defined to be zero for convenience. Hence, these reference potentials are 8-314T in ( C~ I uc= u~-
4~
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for the cathode and
for the anode. The standard electrode potentials at temperature T are given by (37) U~ = 0.4011 -(T -298.15)1.682 x 10 3 (V) [38] and U~ = -0.828 (T-298.15)8.360 • 10 -4 (V) [39] The concentrations of the ionic species, K § and OH-, are expressed by combining the material balance, Eq. [4] , the ionic flux, Eq. [6] , and the electrochemical rate, Eq. [9] . Combining these equations for each ionic species gives ~+V2C+ + u+FV 9 (C+V~b) -V 9 (v'C+) = 0 [40] for the K § ions and
for the OH-ions in both the anode and cathode gas reaction regions. In Eq. [41] , the ia ~ term is given by iaa' a for the anodic gas reaction region and by ir for the cathodic gas reaction region. The electroneutrality condition ~i ziCi = 0 [42] can be used to relate the potassium and hydroxide ion concentrations in the solution phase, giving C~ = C_ = C+ [43] Equation [43] can be combined with Eq. [40] and [41] to eliminate the K + and OH-ion concentrations, giving ~+VzCe + u+FV 9 (C~V~b) -V 9 (vinCi) = 0 [44] and ia l T_V2C~ ----
for the anode and cathode gas reaction regions. An expression for the volume-average velocity can be formulated by first multiplying the equation of continuity, Eq. [4] , for each species i present in the solution by the partial molar volume (assumed constant) of each species [46] and summed over all species resulting in
0[~(i_C_ + V+C+ + VoCo + QH2CH2 + io~Co~)]
at = -V 9 (N_V_ + N+V+ + NoVo + No2Qo2 + NH2VH2)
+ R~_Q-+ R~Q+ + R~oQo + R$2Qo2 + R~2QH2 [47] Recogmzing that 1 : Q C + V+C+ + VoCo + iH2CH2 + io2Co2 [48] and assuming that the partial molar volumes for oxygen and hydrogen are much smaller than for the electrolyte species, then Eq. [47] can be simplified to
The volume average velocity, v', defined by (32) (3" c where the anodic and cathodic current density expressions are given by Eq. [33] and [34] , respectively. In summary, the seven governing equations for the anode gas reaction region are Eq. [28] , [30] , [31] , [44] , [45] Unreacted dissolved gases from the gas reaction regions may diffuse into the separator. Combining Eq. [4] and [6] and simplifying gives the steady-state dissolved hydrogen concentration distribution
and the dissolved oxygen concentration variation
The volume-average velocity can be simplified from Eq.
[59] by recognizing that the local current density term is zero in the separator, giving
In summary, the five governing equations for the separator are given by Eq. 
Boundary Conditions
There are six boundaries in the alkaline fuel cell that need to be incorporated into the model Referring to Fig. 1 , these boundaries occur at the following interfaces: anode gas channel/anode gas-diffusion layer (z~), anode gas-diffusion layer/anode gas reaction layer (z~a), anode gas reaction layer/separator layer (Z~r), separator layer/cathode gas reaction layer (z~), cathode gas reaction layer/cathode gas-diffusion layer (zCd), and cathode gas-diffusion layer/cathode gas channel (zo). Dirichlet or Neumann-type boundary conditions can be used to describe the phenomena that occur at these interfaces. These conditions will now be presented at each interface.
Anode gas channel~anode gas-diffusion interface.--The boundaries at this interface follow the Dirichlet-type conditions where the gaseous hydrogen and water vapor pressures are fixed values. Since the total pressure at this interface remains constant, the partial pressures of hydrogen and water will vary so that the flux of water in the anode, Eq. [19] , will be consistent with the fraction, f~, and the total flux of water predicted by the cell current density
Hence, the water vapor pressure at this interface can be calculated by combining Eq. [5] , [14] , [19] , and [68] and solving for the water vapor pressure at the interface. For the total pressure to remain constant, the hydrogen pressure is then given by PHz = pa _ p~
[69]
H20
Since the model predicts the current for a given potential load, the anode potential at this interface can be arbitrarily set to any value. Hence, the anode potential, Ea, was set to zero at this interface.
Anode gas diffusion~anode gas reaction interface.--At this interface, boundary conditions are needed for seven unknown variables: PHz, P~zo' Ea' Vii2, Ce' ~' and v'. The flux for the hydrogen gas as given by Eq. [5] and [14] is continuous at this interface, giving
-.~VP.2ID = _ H~VP.2I, [70]
The partial pressure of water at this interface is given by the correlation developed earlier for the partial pressure of water above a KOH electrolyte, Eq. [30] . The faradaic current density is continuous at this boundary, as given by Eq. [25] , resulting in
The fluxes for the dissolved hydrogen and the K § and OHions are zero, since there exists a solution/solid phase interface at this boundary. Setting the ionic flux expression, Eq. The volume average velocity at this interface is given by Eq.
[59], where the local current density is zero, since no electrochemical reactions take place at this interface. Also, since this boundary is a solid/solution-phase interface, the volume-average velocity has to be zero. Hence
= VVmlR and v" = [75]
Anode gas reaction~separator interface.--Eight boundary conditions need to be specified at this interface: for PH2, P~t2o, Ea, CH2, Ce, 4), v I, and Co2. Since hydrogen gas does not enter the separator, the flux of hydrogen gas, Eq. [5] , is set to zero, giving
and the partial pressure of water is again given by Eq. [30] . The faradaic current is zero at this boundary condition, since the separator is nonconductive, which simplifies from Eq. [25] The volume-average velocity at this interface is given by equating Eq.
[59] as applied in the anode gas reaction layer to that applied in the separator region. Note that the local current density term is zero since no electrochemical reactions occur at this boundary
Unreacted dissolved oxygen in the cathode gas reaction layer can diffuse through the separator toward the anode gas reaction layer. Any dissolved oxygen in the anode gas reaction layer would be quickly consumed by an electrochemical reaction and would not significantly influence the system at all. Hence, the dissolved oxygen concentration can be set to zero at the anode reaction layer/separator interface 0 = Co2ls
[82]
Separator~cathode gas reaction interface.--Similar conditions are used at this interface as used at the anode gas reaction layer/separator interface. Hence, eight boundary conditions can be developed for: Po2, P~2o, Ec, Co2, Ce, 4), v m, and CH2. These variables will follow the same form of the equations developed for the anode reaction/separator interface.
Cathode gas reaction~cathode gas-diffusion interface.-
The boundary conditions at this interface are analogous to those at the anode gas-diffusion]anode gas reaction interface. Thus, seven boundary conditions for Po2, P~.,o, E,, Cox, Ce, 4), and v m can be described accordingly.
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Cathode gas-diffusion~cathode gas channel interface.-The boundary conditions at this interface are similar to those at the anode gas channel/anode gas-diffusion interface except that the cathode potential is set to the applied cell potential. The partial pressures of oxygen and water are, again, allowed to vary at this boundary in an analogous manner, as shown at the anode channel/gas diffusion interface.
Model Parameters
The alkaline fuel cell model requires various parameters that are specific to the cell structure, electrochemical reactions, and operating conditions. Table I shows the electrochemical parameters used for the anode and cathode reactions for the base case conditions. The number of electrons transferred, charge numbers, and the stoichiometric coefficients for the cathode and anode reactions were taken from reactions [1] and [2] , respectively, with the reactions following the form of Eq. [10] . Since the electrolyte is KOH, the dissociation constants of the ionic species are 1. The transfer coefficients for the hydrogen oxidation reaction in Table I were estimated based on reported Tafel slopes of about 0.12 for the hydrogen evolution reaction (39) . For the hydrogen evolution reaction, the Tafel slope, b, is then the product of the number of electrons transferred and the anodic transfer coefficient would be 1.5, as shown in Table I . Note that this assumes the mechanism for hydrogen oxidation and hydrogen reduction are the same. For the oxygen reduction reaction, the transfer coefficients are based on experimentally measured Tafel slopes of about 0.045 (40) , giving the transfer coefficients shown in Table I . Since reliable transfer coefficient data are not readily available for various temperatures, concentrations, potentials, and electrocatalysts, these transfer coefficients are assumed constant. Table I also shows four adjustable parameters: the anodic and cathodic exchange transfer L and "~ a~) and the anodic and cathodic difcurrents (i ~ a~ :~ 9 fusional film areas (a~/8~ and a~/8r For the base case conditions, these parameters were selected to give performance curves similar to those obtained experimentally. As will be shown later, these parameters can be adjusted to fit the model to experimental polarization data. The base-case operating conditions are shown in Table II , where E~n corresponds to the set cell potential. Table III shows the structural and electrode parameters common to both the anode and cathode for the base-case conditions. These parameters were selected as being representative of actual alkaline fuel cells. In order to obtain realistic performance of the alkaline fuel cell, the diffusion rates of the various species were determined as a function of concentration (or pressure) and temperature. This was necessary to accommodate the changing pressure in the electrodes and the varying electrolyte concentration across the system. The gas-phase diffusivities of oxygen in water and hydrogen in water as a function of temperature and pressure were based on corresponding-states principles (32), giving Correlations were developed for the diffusivities of dissolved oxygen and dissolved hydrogen in KOH as a function of temperature and concentration based on experimental measurements (41) . The ionic equivalent conductances were determined by scaling the equivalent conductances of the KOH electrolyte at 25~ (42) A = 272.0-3846.59C~ 5 + 1.41
• 105 Ce(1.0-7.191 C~ ~ (cm2/eq. t2) [87] to the temperature of interest by using the ratio of the limiting equivalent ionic conductivities as given by (43) The solubilities of oxygen and hydrogen gas in KOH solutions have been investigated by many investigators (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) , and the solubility data are usually reported in the form of Setschenow salt effect parameters. This information was used to derive the following correlations for the Henry law constants as a function of temperature and concentration, giving (2Ce + Co)xi Based on these correlations, the reference concentrations needed in the Butler-Volmer electrochemical reactions werd determined, as shown in Table III. Table III also contains the partial molar volumes of the electrolyte and the solvent (water). These partial molar volumes, assumed constant for this work, were obtained from (33) 3p
Me---
for the partial molar volume of the electrolyte and
p -Ce 0-~ for the partial molar volume of the solvent. The density of the electrolyte, as given by Akerlof and Bender (50), was correlated with temperature and concentration so that the change in density with concentration, Op/OCe, could be determined. Using the base-ease operating conditions, the partial molar volumes for the electrolyte and the solvent were then calculated using Eq.
[94] and [95] , respectively, as shown in Table III . The transference number for the OH-ion with respect to the solvent velocity, t~ introduced into the volume-average velocity expression, Eq.
[59], was determined by
where it is assumed constant over the electrolyte concentration range.
Method of Solution
The alkaline fuel cell model consists of 25 governing equations and 36 outer and internal boundary conditions. These equations are highly coupled and nonlinear and require a numerical method for their solution. The model equations were discretized by using second-order accurate finite-difference approximations (51, 52) in the governing equation regimes and by first-order accurate finite-difference expressions at the boundaries. This switch from second-order to first-order accurate finite-difference expressions at boundaries was necessary to keep a stable solution of the system of equations. The resulting finite difference approximations have a banded matrix structure that can be solved by Newman's BAND(J) algorithm (33) .
As the alkaline fuel cell model approaches the limiting current, the dissolved oxygen concentration becomes prohibitively small (-10 -9 mol/cm 3) and creates numerical difficulties with other terms that are of a much higher order of magnitude. The dissolved oxygen concentration was logarithmically transformed in order to achieve limiting current densities with the model. A logarithmically transformed variable, Co~ can be defined by \ CoJ To prevent forcing the electrolyte out of the separator, the total pressure drop across the separator was forced to zero by adjusting the fraction fa-Since a potentiostatic approach is used to model the alkaline fuel cell, the cell potential is set, and the current density is calculated by the model. Convergence is obtained when the predicted cell current density is equal in all regions of the fuel cell, as expressed by Eq. [25] for the electrode potentials in the gasdiffusion regions, Eq.
[60] for the integral of the local current densities in the gas reaction regions, by /ceil -N~(i = O2, H2)
[100] nF for the gas-diffusion regions, and
Icdl = F ~ z,Ni (i = +, -)
[101]
for the separator.
Results and Discussion
The base case-parameters shown in Tables I to III were used with the alkaline fuel cell model to calculate the eleven dependent variables as a function of cell potential and spatial domain. The cell potential was varied over the potential range of 1.1 to 0.7 V, representative of the activation-to-concentration polarization range, respectively. These variables were then used to predict the current density as a function of cell potential. The variatibn of the electrolyte concentration throughout the reaction layers and the separator is shown in Fig. 2 over the potential range of 0.7 to 1.1 V. Since the electrolyte does not circulate outside the fuel cell, the model assumes that no loss or production of the initial charge of electrolyte will occur. That is, the total number of moles of KOH is assumed to remain constant in the fuel cell. Previous models (27, 31) for porous gas-diffusion electrodes have typically neglected this electrolyte concentration variation. This simplification is reasonable at low current densities, as shown by the relatively constant electrolyte concentration at high cell potentials in Fig. 2 . However, at low cell potentials, an approximately 1.2M change results in the electrolyte concentration from the anode to the cathode. This large variation has a significant impact on the evaporation of water and on the physical properties of the species present. Based on the equilibrium expression for the water vapor, Eq. [30] , more water vapor will be present in the anode at low cell potentials than at high potentials. The accumulation of water vapor in the anode could flood the electrode at low cell potentials, degrading the performance of the system. In the cathode regions, the larger electrolyte concentration at low cell potentials causes less water vapor to be present, which could dry out the electrode. The solubility of oxygen and hydrogen gas in KOH, as given in terms of Henry's law constants, Eq.
[90], are noticeably dependent on the electrolyte concentration, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4 , respectively. The dissolved oxygen concentration steadily decreases in the cathode reaction region as the cell potential is lowered, reaching an exceedingly small value (on the order of 1.0 • 10-TM) at cell potentials lower than 0.85 V. This decrease in the dissolved oxygen concentration results from an increasing consumption of dissolved oxygen by the electrochemical reaction, Eq. [34] , and by a decrease in the solubility with increasing electrolyte concentration. Similar results occur for the dissolved hydrogen concentration, as shown in Fig. 4 , where the dissolved hydrogen concentration attains a steady value of about 0.36 • 10 3M at cell potentials lower than 0.85 V. Comparing Fig. 3 and 4 shows that the low concentration of dissolved oxygen at potentials lower than 0.85 V causes mass-transfer limitations in the cathode. Therefore, in order to obtain high current densities, more dissolved oxygen is needed in the cathode. The model of a single electrode by Ref. (31) predicts that the dissolved oxygen diffusion contributes the least amount to the polarization losses. However, this result was obtained for a low current density of 200 mA/cm 2. At this current density, the AFC model predicts an appreciable amount of dissolved oxygen present in the electrolyte, so that diffusional resist- ances of dissolved oxygen are not as significant as at the limiting current.
The transfer rates associated with three cell potentials are shown in Fig. 5 , where the transfer rates increase in magnitude from the gas diffusion/reaction interfaces to the separator. The location and distribution of the reaction zone has been investigated by (9, 53) , where it is has been concluded that most of the electrochemical reaction occurs within a 0.01-cm distance in the catalyst layer as measured from the gas-diffusion layer. However, in addition to obtaining the optimal reaction-layer thicknesses, it is equally important to determine the distribution of the current throughout the reaction regions. As shown in Fig. 5 , the transfer currents have a significant variation across the 0.005-cm-thick reaction layers. Since the transfer currents are large near the separator, more electrocatalysts could be distributed near the diffusion/reaction interfaces to increase the reaction rates at these points. Optimizing the catalyst distribution with respect to the current density, amount of catalyst material, and cost could yield an improved electrode performance.
For comparison purposes, the models' predicted polarization is shown with some experimental polarization data (54) for two sets of operating conditions in Fig. 6 . The parameters shown in Table I were used for the low temperature and pressure polarization in Fig. 6 . Close agreement is obtained between the predicted and experimental polarization results. Since the complete operating conditions and fuel-cell specifications are not given by Ref. (54) for the experimental results, an accurate comparison between the model and experimental results cannot be made. Parameter estimation could be used to fit the model to the experimental data if more experimental information were known. This would allow the model to predict accurately the fuel-cell performance beyond the experimental domain. Note that the model predictions for the high pressure and temperature polarization in Fig. 6 only cover part of the experimental data range. This is due to some inaccuracies of the transport property correlations at high temperatures and pressures. Obtaining reliable experimental data for the various transport properties at high temperatures and pressures would improve the model's ability to predict high-performance results for a wider range of operating conditions.
The model predictions in Fig. 6 are influenced by four parameters: the anodic and cathodic exchange transfer currents (i ~ a~ and i ~ ale) and the anodic and cathodic diffusional film areas (a~/~a and a~/Sc). These parameters can significantly influence the polarization, as shown in Fig. 7 for different values of the cathodic exchange transfer current. This parameter is shown to influence the activation polarization region of the system without influencing the slope of the ohmic polarization region or the limiting current density at all. This suggests that an appreciable increase in the fuel cell performance up to the limiting current density can be obtained by increasing the electrocatalytic activity. Since the model predicts the same limiting current density for increasing exchange transfer currents, the dissolved oxygen concentration has to become even smaller to offset the higher exchange current densities. Similar results, as shown in Fig. 7 , were obtained for different anodic exchange transfer currents.
The effects of different cathodic and anodic diffusional film areas are shown in Fig. 8 . Two benefits are achieved by increasing the cathodic diffusional film-area parameter.
First, the slope of the ohmic polarization is minimized, allowing larger current densities to be obtained and, second, the limiting current density is increased. Increasing a~/5o is associated directly with increasing the oxygen gas dissolution rate as given by Eq. [13] . Hence, in order to obtain high current densities, the number of gas-liquid sites should be increased, allowing more gas to dissolve into the electrolyte. Note that this does not necessarily imply that more gaseous-filled pores should be present in the three-phase electrode. That is, increasing the gas-phase porosity in the reaction layer, e~, will increase the number of gaseous- filled pores, but not necessarily the gas-phase specific surface area, ag. Figure 8 also shows the polarization for two anodic diffusional film areas. Doubling this parameter from the base-case value of 5 • 108 cm -2 does not show any change from the base-case polarization (shown by the solid line in Fig. 8 ). This simply indicates that the oxygen dissolution rate is limiting the performance. However, when a~/3, is lowered to 1.0 • 108 cm -2, the resulting performance decreases indicating that the hydrogen dissolution process is rate-controlling. These results indicate that a significant interaction can occur between the anode and cathode in controlling the polarization. The ability to investigate the interaction of the anode, separator, and cathode is one advantage to using a complete model of the alkaline fuel cell rather than using single-electrode models as previously done.
To investigate the alkaline fuel cell under different operating conditions, the effects of different pressures and temperatures on the polarization are shown in Fig. 9 and 10, respectively. Increasing the system pressure is shown to improve the performance by decreasing the activation, ohmic, and concentration polarizations. Hence, the masstransfer limitations due to the low dissolved oxygen concentration can be diminished by operating the fuel cell at a higher pressure. As shown in Fig. 9 , increasing the temperature increases the activation polarization while extending the limiting current density. Operating the alkaline fuel cell at higher temperatures can improve the system performance. Since the temperature has a significant impact on the cell performance, the inclusion of a thermal balance into a future alkaline fuel cell model could improve the model predictions.
In order to determine the major limitations to alkaline fuel cell performance, the base-case conditions were used to examine the performance when certain forms of resistance were neglected, as shown in Fig. 11 , where the percent increase in the predicted current densities over the base-case current densities is shown. To accomplish this, the various transport parameters were set to large values such that a further increase in the transport parameter would not change the resulting polarization. Thus, to investigate the effects of no gas-phase resistances, the gaseous diffusivities were set to ~ 10,000 so that no gas-phase transport resistances would exist. In an analogous manner, other transport parameters were increased, to minimize their respective form of resistance. As shown in Fig. 11 , minimizing gas-phase diffusional resistances will contribute the least to improving the performance. Ionic resistance effects were minimized by increasing the conductivity of the electrolyte, which gave a better performance increase than neglecting gas-phase diffusional resistances. The common assumption of no electronic drop is shown in Fig. 11 to give the highest increase in performante for cell potentials greater than 0.9 V. However, for cell potentials lower than 0.9 V, the solution-phase resistances have the most influence on the performance. This is reasonable, since at potentials that approach the limiting cur- rent density, mass-transfer effects prevent the attainment of even higher current densities. Increasing the liquidphase diffusion rates and the solubilities of the reactant gases will increase the alkaline fuel cell performance at low cell potentials.
Summary
A mathematical model of an alkaline fuel cell has been developed to predict the performance of the system for different cell potentials operating under steady-state and isothermal conditions. The model describes the phenomena occurring in the gas, liquid, and solid phases of the anode and cathode gas diffusion regions, the anode and cathode reaction layers, and the separator. The model accounts for the one-dimensional transport of reactant gases, water vapor, solution-phase concentrations, solid and solution potential variations, and the volume-average velocity. Performance results were obtained for a set of base-case conditions that could be used for a high-performance alkaline fuel cell. Gas-phase diffusional resistances were found not to significantly influence the performance of the system. The model predicts that the diffusion of dissolved oxygen contributes the most to the polarization losses at low potentials, while the electronic resistances contribute the most resistance at high cell potentials. To obtain better performance with the alkaline fuel cell, it is suggested that the three-phase electrodes should be highly conductive and contain a large number of gas-liquid sites, allowing more reactant gas to dissolve into the electrolyte. Increasing the pressure and temperature will also result in improved performance.
Various attributes of the system, such as the catalyst distribution, exchange transfer currents, and diffusional film areas, could be optimized to yield better performance. The model shows that interactions between the anode and cathode exist, suggesting that models or experiments based on full cells are necessary, instead of half-cells, when estimating unknown parameters or optimizing various attributes. One of the main advantages of this model is its ability to show quantitatively the influence of different parameters on the predicted current density. These quantitative results can help in the design of alkaline fuel cells, as well as help focus the direction of future research on alkaline fuel cells.
